What to do when you get an offer to uni through UAC

**Before you get your ATAR**
- SRS offers released: November Round 1

**After you get your ATAR**
- Offers released: December Round 2

01. What happens

- You get a conditional early offer
- You get an unconditional early offer
- You get an offer but it's not to your first course preference
- You don’t get any offers

02. What you need to do

- Leave the course in your application in your preferred order
- Accept the offer
- Accept the offer to keep as a backup
- Compare your ATAR to course lowest selection ranks
- Consider pathway courses (eg diploma in same subject area)

03. What happens next

- Happy with the offer? Proceed to enrol
- Or want another offer?
  - Remove offered course from preference list
  - Review your preference list for post-ATAR offers
- Remove offered course from preference list
- Review your preference list for next offer round

04. What to do in later rounds

- If you get an offer to your preferred course:
  - Accept the offer and enrol
  - Contact uni to withdraw acceptance of first offer
- If you get an offer but it's not to your first course preference:
  - Accept the new offer and enrol
  - Contact uni to withdraw acceptance of first offer
- If you don’t get any offers:
  - Compare your ATAR to course lowest selection ranks
  - Consider pathway courses (eg diploma in same subject area)
  - Change your course preferences